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Inorganic semiconducting materials for flexible and stretchable
electronics
Ki Jun Yu1, Zheng Yan2, Mengdi Han3 and John A. Rogers4

Recent progress in the synthesis and deterministic assembly of advanced classes of single crystalline inorganic semiconductor
nanomaterial establishes a foundation for high-performance electronics on bendable, and even elastomeric, substrates. The results
allow for classes of systems with capabilities that cannot be reproduced using conventional wafer-based technologies. Specifically,
electronic devices that rely on the unusual shapes/forms/constructs of such semiconductors can offer mechanical properties, such
as flexibility and stretchability, traditionally believed to be accessible only via comparatively low-performance organic materials,
with superior operational features due to their excellent charge transport characteristics. Specifically, these approaches allow
integration of high-performance electronic functionality onto various curvilinear shapes, with linear elastic mechanical responses to
large strain deformations, of particular relevance in bio-integrated devices and bio-inspired designs. This review summarizes some
recent progress in flexible electronics based on inorganic semiconductor nanomaterials, the key associated design strategies and
examples of device components and modules with utility in biomedicine.
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INTRODUCTION
Substantial interest exists in materials and fabrication techniques
that enable electronic devices to be formed, in scalable ways and
with high-performance operation, directly on flexible metal foils or
plastic sheets.1–6 Recent additional, related efforts seek to
establish capabilities in rendering electronics capable not only of
bending but also of stretching, where elastomers serve as the
substrates.7–17 Such systems can establish intimate, conformal
contacts to complex curvilinear surfaces, such as those found in
biology, with endurance to high levels of strain. Neither such
characteristics is possible with conventional, rigid technologies
formed on the surfaces of semiconductor wafers or glass panels.
Flexible electronic devices offer great potential for application in
areas such as wearable electronics,2, 8, 11, 18, 19 paper-like
displays,13, 20–22 and health-monitoring systems.19, 23–26

Inorganic semiconductors represent the foundations for all
conventional, commercialized types of electronic devices, due
primarily to performance characteristics that significantly exceed
those of known organic materials, including high-field-effect
mobilities and long-term stability under mechanical, electrical,
and environmental stress.27–30 A main challenge in the use of
inorganic semiconductors and associated traditional processing
methods follows from limitations in materials choices and
fabrication strategies. For example, most polymer substrates
are incompatible with the high temperatures required in
traditional procedures for deposition, crystallization, and doping.
Furthermore, manufacturing by roll-to-roll printing,
over large areas and at low cost per unit areas can, in some

cases, be more easily achieved with organic active materials than
inorganic counterparts. Recent research7, 9, 31, 32 demonstrates,
however, that suitable choices of materials, design layouts, and
integration strategies allow use of the highest performance,
monocrystalline inorganic semiconductors in mechanically com-
pliant systems, in ways that overcome such limitations. Here, ultra-
thin, typically nanoscale, semiconductor material structures allow
heterogeneous integration onto plastic or rubber substrates, with
all other necessary materials to achieve sophisticated electronic
function. The key factors that underpin mechanical flexibility in
such cases include (i) downscaling of the flexural rigidity with the
cube of the thickness of the structure, and (ii) reduction of the
bending induced strain by use of neutral mechanical plane
designs.33, 34

The most effective approaches to the realization of such
systems involve growth and formation of inorganic semiconductor
micro/nanostructures, sometimes involving high temperatures
and chemically harsh conditions on appropriate substrates,
followed by their deterministic assembly onto surfaces of interest
at temperatures compatible with polymer supports. Here, the
critical electronic materials properties can be optimized in a way
that is decoupled from considerations associated with the final
device substrates. The results are classes of flexible electronic
systems with performance that can reach levels comparable to
those of conventional wafer-based technologies, far exceeding the
range accessible to known organic electronic alternatives. This
review briefly summarizes some recent progress in this field, and
highlights several device examples.
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BOTTOM-UP APPROACHES
The required nanoscale inorganic semiconductor building blocks
can be formed using chemical synthetic methods, sometimes
referred to as ‘‘bottom-up’’ approaches, whereby controlled
growth yields two-dimensional (2D) nanomembranes or nanor-
ibbons (NMs, NRs),35, 36 one-dimensional (1D) nanowires (NWs),37

zero-dimensional (0D) nanoparticles,38 or in complex geometries
that incorporate multiple such features. The most widely explored
schemes involve NWs, where there are many examples of flexible/
stretchable electronics that exploit the outstanding electrical,39

mechanical,40 and optical properties41 of these materials. In one
representative case, hydro-thermal growth of vertically oriented
ZnO NWs yields active materials for adaptive tactile imaging
systems, as shown in Fig. 1a. Here, the NWs electrically connect to
top and bottom electrodes where they convert external mechan-
ical stimuli into an electronic controlling signal that modulates the
current flow by combining the semiconducting and piezoelectric

properties of ZnO. A sensing matrix built with 92 × 92 pixels that
adopts this design demonstrates the scalability of this type of
approach. Here, flexible and transparent substrates (i.e., sheets of
polyethylene terephthalate) and transparent electrodes (indium
tin oxide), and packaging materials (SU8 and parylene) are key
components.
Compared with this case of direct growth of NWs on target

device substrates, NWs formed on native substrates using
optimized conditions, followed by assembly via physical transfer
or other means, to desired substrates offer improved versatility in
materials choices. In one such approach,42 NWs of Si and Ge
grown by the nanocluster-catalyzed vapour–liquid–solid method,
can be integrated over large areas in highly aligned configurations
by a nanoscale combing technique. Here, lithographically
patterned surfaces on the target substrate provide anchoring
regions (strong interfacial interactions) and aligning regions (weak
interfacial interactions) to guide the process. On this basis, more
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Fig. 1 Flexible and stretchable electronic devices that use monocrystalline semiconductor nanomaterials formed using synthetic, bottom-up
approaches. a Flexible and transparent array of transistors that use vertically aligned ZnO NWs, configured into a system that allows large-area
tactile imaging. Reprinted with permission from Wu et al.100 Copyright 2013 American Association for the Advancement of Science. b Ge/Si
NW transistors formed by assembly of NWs using a nanoscale combing technique. Reprinted with permission from Yao et al.42 Copyright 2013
Nature Publishing Group. c Wafer-scale growth of monolayer MoS2 and WS2 for transistors that exhibit high mobilities. Reprinted with
permission from Kang et al.48 Copyright 2015 Nature Publishing Group. d Roll-to-roll transfer of sheets of graphene as a possible path to
commercialization for large-scale transparent and flexible electrodes. Reprinted with permission from Bae et al.50 Copyright 2010 Nature
Publishing Group
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than 98.5% of the NWs can be assembled and aligned in the
desired direction with less than 1° deviation, where contact forces
with the growth substrate, along with the directionality and speed
of translation represent key variables, as shown in Fig. 1b.42 Large
arrays of NW field effect transistors (FETs) are possible in this way,
with excellent uniformity and reproducibility, as defined in one
example by statistical characteristics of the performance of Ge/Si
NW transistors. Comprehensive reviews of NW-based flexible
electronic technologies can be found in other articles.43, 44

More recent work demonstrates the utility of 2D materials such
as graphene and transition-metal dichalcogenides,45, 46 as specific
examples of NMs formed using the bottom-up concept. These and
other 2D materials grown by chemical vapor deposition possess
excellent electrical properties and can now be obtained in large
scale formats, suitable for use in high-performance flexible
electronic devices.47 Particularly promising results involve pre-
paration of wafer-scale monolayers of MoS2 and WS2 through
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition.48 As shown in Fig. 1c,
gas-phase precursors of (C2H5)2S, Mo(CO)6, W(CO)6, and H2 yield
highly uniform coverage of monolayers, and a layer-by-layer
growth mode can be utilized at large scale. The continuity of the
as-grown MoS2 film can be confirmed by darkfield transmission
electron microscope and annular darkfield scanning transmission
electron microscope images. Arrays of MoS2 and WS2 FETs show
field-effect mobilities of ~ 29 and 18 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively,
suitable for many applications.
Capabilities in physical transfer of such as-grown 2D materials

onto other substrates create opportunities in flexible electronics.49

Among various transfer printing techniques, a roll-to-roll process
demonstrated with graphene films provides a compelling example
with potential relevance at commercial scale for transparent
conducting films.50 This scheme begins by passing a graphene film
grown on a copper foil together with a polymer thin film between
two rollers. After etching the copper with 0.1 M (NH4)2S2O8, the
graphene can be released from the polymer by reducing the
adhesion by thermal or other means, thereby allowing transfer to
other substrates. As shown in Fig. 1d, graphene sheets over areas
as large as 30-inch diagonal can be integrated onto plastic
substrates, where they can be used as touch panels with
outstanding transparency and flexibility. Similar schemes might
be possible with semiconducting 2D materials and/or NMs as well.
Additional information can be found in other reviews.51, 52

TOP-DOWN APPROACHES
Alternatives to bottom-up approaches like those described in the
previous section involve lithographic processing and etching to
define semiconductor micro/nanomaterials from bulk or thin film
sources of material with deterministic control over key dimen-
sional characteristics and spatial arrangements. As one example of
the former, defining trenches on the surfaces single crystalline
silicon wafers with <111> orientation, and passivating the top
surfaces and sidewalls prepare the substrate for anisotropic
etching preferentially along the <110> directions.3, 53–55 Although
most well explored for NRs,53, 54, 56 Fig. 2 shows an example of
multiple cycles of this process, where each yields a single, wafer-
scale NM, or a high-density collection of them. Figure 2a (left)
schematically illustrates the fabrication steps. The process starts
with photolithographic patterning of an etch resist to define the
lateral dimensions of a collection of microbar structures that
connect together in a manner that yields a continuous membrane
but with perforations to allow access of etchant to underlying
regions. Reactive ion etching of the exposed Si in a direction
perpendicular to surface of the wafer (i.e., the Si <110> direction)
defines the thicknesses of the bars. After passivating the top
surface and sidewalls of these structures, immersion into a bath of
KOH bath releases a wafer-scale NM by preferentially undercut
etching the Si in the <110> direction. Here, the NM remains

tethered to the underlying wafer in an otherwise free-standing
form. Membranes with thicknesses between 2 µm to 30 µm, areal
coverages of up to 90%, depending upon the gap between
microbars, and overall sizes up to 2 × 2 cm, possibly to the scale of
the wafer itself, have been achieved. Related processes for NRs
demonstrate the scalability of this process into sub-micron
thickness regimes.53, 54 NMs formed in this way are exceptionally
well configured for transfer onto flexible substrates by well-
established methods of transfer printing.7, 57 The remaining
source wafer can be reprocessed after chemically polishing the
surface by immersion into KOH, to yield additional generations of
NMs, with the potential to convert most of the material of the
wafer itself into NM form. The micrograph images in Fig. 2a (right)
show an example that includes a third generation membrane.
Another approach, most applicable to NRs, involves control of

the reactive ion etching process to yield well defined rippled
sidewall morphologies, as described in the schematic illustration
of Fig. 2b (left).55 Here, angled physical vapor deposition of metal
from a collimated source yields coatings selectively on the upper
sides of these ripples. These coatings can serve as masks for
anisotropic wet etching, as before, but in a way that releases
multilayer stacks of ribbons or membranes in a single step.
Figure 2b (right) shows optical and scanning electron microscope
(SEM) images of bulk quantities of Si NRs generated in this way.
A different class of top-down method uses embedded layers

designed to be selectively eliminated to affect release. The most
common approach uses silicon on insulator wafers58–60 (SOI), as
illustrated in Fig. 2c (top).34 In this case, holes etched in the top
silicon facilitate access to hydrofluoric acid for etching away the
buried SiO2 layer, thereby releasing a layer of silicon in free
standing form. The resulting Si NMs can be extremely flexible, as
in Fig. 2c (bottom).37 Commercially available SOI wafers provide
access to NMs with thicknesses down to approximately 20 nm.
Additional processing, based on sequential cycles of oxidation and
etching, can yield ultrathin Si NMs, with thicknesses ranging from
1.4 to 10 nm.61 Exceptionally thin, flexible devices are possible in
this way, when combined with self-assembled monolayers, 2D
materials and other ultrathin constructs. Transport properties can
be influenced by the thicknesses in this regime.62

In advanced examples, Heteroepitaxial growth of a trilayer of Si/
SiGe/Si NMs on an SOI wafer produces a lattice strain. Upon
release, the compressive strain from SiGe layer redistributes
towards the unstrained Si, thereby creating controlled levels of
strain in the NMs.63–65 Elastic strain relaxation from released NMs
from SOI wafers provides an additional mechanism for control of
both mobility and band offsets.63 Strain engineering in this
manner may improve the characteristics of flexible devices formed
with these materials.63, 64 High-speed flexible electronic devices,
some with operating frequencies that exceed 1 GHz, including
MOSFETs, PIN diodes, single-pole single-throw switches can be
realized with these and other Si NMs.66–68 By use of other SOI-like
substrates, Ge NMs can be interesting for photodetection due to
high-absorption over a wide range of wavelengths.69 Flexible
arrays of PIN photodetectors fabricated with Ge NMs from
germanium on insulator wafer (GeOI) offer excellent performance
even after the severe bending.70

In another example, alternating stacks of gallium arsenide
(GaAs) and aluminium gallium arsenide (AlGaAs) serve as the
starting point for creating large quantities of GaAs NMs by
selective removal of the AlGaAs with hydrofluoric acid. Figure 2d71

shows an illustration of GaAs and AlGaAs stacks on a bulk GaAs
wafer and release of GaAs NMs by selective HF etching. Similar
multilayers can be produced in bulk quantities using this
approach. Sacrificial layers of AlGaSb enable formation of ultrathin
InA NMs; transfer printing allows integration with other substrates,
to yield unique, heterogeneously integrated electronic devices.72

Purely inorganic interfaces with low-interface trap densities and
high stability and with improved electrostatic coupling to the gate
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Fig. 2 Single crystalline inorganic nanomembranes and nanoribbons, formed using lithographically controlled, top-down approaches. a
Flexible Si NM formed by anisotropic etching of a bulk wafer substrate (left). Repeated application of this process provides access to bulk
quantities of Si NMs from a single wafer (right). b Illustration of a process for fabricating bulk quantities of Si NRs, using a multilayer stacked
configuration, from a bulk wafer (left). Photograph and scanning electron micrographs of large quantities of NRs formed in this way (right).
Reprinted with permission from Ko et al.55 Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. c Illustration of the release of a Si NM from the device
silicon layer on an SOI wafer (top). The optical image shows a wrinkled Si NM created in this manner. Reprinted with permission from Rogers
et al.34 Copyright 2011 Nature Publishing Group. d Illustration of multilayers of GaAs and AlAs grown on a bulk GaAs wafer. The optical image
shows a collection of GaAs NMs that follow from selective removal of AlAs layers. Reprinted with permission from Yoon et al.71 Copyright 2010
Nature Publishing Group
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electrode led to superior switching properties. Additional unique
possibilities follow from use of strained layers that lead to the
spontaneous formation of tubular shapes in the released NMs73, 74

These types of top-down methods offer advantages over bottom-
up schemes because they attempt to leverage, rather than
displace, the most advanced methods in wafer and thin-film
growth. Additionally, the engineering control over key structure
dimensions and the lithographically defined spatial order and
orientation lead to improved uniformity and yield in device
fabrication. Multilayer methods such as those illustrated here can
be crucially important for cost sensitive applications.

MECHANICS
Design approaches for flexible electronic systems that use the
classes of inorganic semiconductor micro/nanostructures
described in preceding sections rely mainly on thin geometries
and neutral mechanical plane layouts.12 Theoretically, the flexural
rigidity decreases with the cube of the thickness, which leads to
more than fifteen orders of difference between Si NMs with
thicknesses of 10 nm and bulk silicon wafers with thicknesses of 1
mm. Figure 3a shows an example of bendability in Si NMs.34

Moreover, the bending strain associated with a given radius of
curvature decreases linearly with the thickness, thereby providing
an additional benefit associated with thin geometries. Addition-
ally, the energy release rate associated with delamination between
a film and a substrate also decreases linearly with the thickness,
thereby facilitating the robust integration of NMs with substrates
of dissimilar materials to form heterogeneous electronic systems.
An example of the combined use of these concepts involves Si
NRs transfer printed onto plastic sheets to form flexible thin-film
transistors in Fig. 3b.53

Although mechanical flexibility can open up many applications
that cannot be addressed with conventional rigid forms of
electronics, stretchable characteristics provide a further level of
distinction, with capabilities for conformal integration onto
complex, non-developable surfaces, and the capacity to function
under deformations that involve large strains.75 The first report of
a stretchable form of an inorganic semiconductor exploited
buckling of Si NRs on an elastomer substrate, to yield a ‘‘wavy’’
configuration.76 Here, the geometry of this hard/soft composite
can change in response to applied strain, in a way that avoids
significant strains in the silicon. One simple approach to form the
necessary structure is to bond the Si NRs to a stretched elastomer,
and then to release the stretch. This process leads to compressive
stresses on the initially flat Si NRs to spontaneously transform
them into highly periodic wavy shapes, as a result of a non-linear
buckling instability, as shown in Fig. 3c. The amplitude and
wavelength depend on the thickness of the silicon, and other key
material properties.
An advanced approach that provides additional control over

these critical geometrical parameters77 uses lithographic techni-
ques to define sites of adhesion to the elastomer, typically by
treating the native oxide surfaces of the semiconductors and a
silicone elastomer to ultraviolet (UV) ozone to produce –OH
termination. Condensation reactions initiated by physical contact
yield strong bonding at these sites; other regions involve only
weak van der Waals interactions. The latter delaminate and buckle
upward, out of the plane, during release of the stretch in the
substrate as shown in Fig. 3d. In this way, the geometries can be
deterministically engineered to achieve significant increases in the
range of stretchability. Additional options utilize not only out-of-
plane but also in-plane buckling and bending. Here, the Si NRs
take the form of filamentary serpentines.78 The most sophisticated
embodiments exploit concepts of fractal mechanics in the
designs,79 as space-filling curves that offer unique mechanical
properties. Representative fractal-inspired layouts include von
Koch, Peano and Hilbert curves, as well as Vicsek shapes. Figure 3e

shows schematic illustrations of each of these possibilities, along
with corresponding experimental microscale X-ray coherent
tomography (MicroXCT) images after stretching.

EPIDERMAL ELECTRONICS
Assemblies of inorganic semiconductors on thin plastic sheets or
elastomeric films can be utilized as active components for high-
performance electronic sensing and/or actuating platforms with
high degrees of mechanical bendability or deformability. Some of
the most compelling applications for such classes of electronics
are in systems that intimately interface with living organisms. In
these cases, active inorganic materials with designs like those
described previously embed in soft elastomeric matrices to serve
as the basis for integrated collections of devices.8 Examples
include multifunctional sensors (e.g., temperature, strain, and
electrophysiological), active/passive circuit elements (e.g., transis-
tors, diodes, and resistors), wireless power coils, and components
for radiofrequency communications (e.g., inductors, capacitors,
oscillators, and antennas). Careful designs, guided by computa-
tional and analytical models of the mechanics, can yield platforms
that are sufficiently compliant to laminate onto soft, complex
curvilinear tissues. Effective physical characteristics such as
thickness, area mass density, elastic modulus, thermal properties,
and stretchability can match those of the targeted biological
materials, such as the epidermis. The latter types of devices are
sometimes referred as epidermal electronics. Figure 4a (left) shows
a multifunctional example designed to allow measurement of
electrophysiological (EP) signals generated by the human body.
The device layout adopts an open, serpentine filamentary mesh
design of active electronic materials (i.e., Si NM strain sensors, Si
NM photovoltaics, InGaN light emitting diodes (LEDs), electro-
physiological sensors and components for wireless communica-
tion systems) embedded in a thin, low modulus silicone elastomer.
Figure 4a (center) shows an image of such a device, peeling away
from the forehead after use. Figure 4a (right) presents electro-
encephalogram data collected during the closing and opening of
the eyes. The data illustrate alpha rhythms that appear when the
eyes are closed while the subject is awake. The signal quality
compares favorably to that of data collected using conventional,
bulk electrodes coupled to the scalp using conductive gels.
Related examples are in operation on the trunk or limbs of the
body, where electromyography (EMG) data associated with
skeletal muscle contractions and electrical stimulation represent
both sensing and actuating functionality.80

Figure 4b (left) shows a multifunctional epidermal electronic
system with electrical stimulation electrodes and EMG, tempera-
ture, and strain sensors mounted on the skin. The device
maintains its functionality without significant constraint on natural
motions of the skin. As a demonstration of the stimulation
capability, the devices interface to the long head of the biceps
brachii and the lateral head of the triceps brachii muscles as
shown in Fig. 4b (center). Flexing or extending the elbow joint
generates EMG signals that allow control of a robot arm, with
feedback through stimulation defined by coordinated operation
of the two electrodes in Fig. 4b (right). This result has relevance as
a control interface to a prosthetic. The other possibility, in which
similar devices can serve as sensory skins on robotic limbs, can
also be considered. Figure 4c (left)81 shows an image of an
artificial skin that covers the surface of a prosthetic hand. The inset
shows the mechanical stretchability. This platform includes Si NM
strain, pressure and temperature sensor arrays, capable of
detecting spatio-temporal distributions of strain associated with
complex motions, in addition to thermal properties and ambient
humidity. Figure 4c (right) summarizes the performance of Si NMs
pressure sensors during typing a keyboard and catching a ball, as
examples of the possibilities.
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Fig. 3 Design approaches for flexible and stretchable electronics. a SEM images of a Si NM, to emphasize its high degree of mechanical
flexibility, by virtue of its thin geometry. Reprinted with permission from Rogers et al.34 Copyright 2011 Nature Publishing Group. b Flexible Si
NRs for transistors. Reprinted with permission from Mack et al.53 Copyright 2006 American Institute of Physics Journals. c Stretchable Si NRs,
formed in a periodic wavy structure and bonded to an elastomer substrate. Reprinted with permission from Khang et al.76 Copyright 2006
American Association for the Advancement of Science. d Controlled buckling of Si NRs by lithographically defined adhesion sites to an
underlying elastomer. Reprinted with permission from Sun et al.77 Copyright 2006 Nature Publishing Group. e Fractal serpentine design
concepts for stretchable electronics including the design patterns (top) and corresponding MicroXCT images of the patterns after stretching.
The uniaxial prestrains are 55%, 75%, 40%, and 35% from left to right, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Fan et al.79 Copyright 2014
Nature Publishing Group
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Fig. 4 Skin-like, or ‘‘epidermal’’, electronic system. a Image of a system with integrated electrodes, semiconductor components, and wireless
devices in a multifunctional format (left). These systems can conformally laminate onto surface of the skin (center). The spectrograms show
recorded EEG data that correspond to an awake subject when the eyes are closed and open.8 Reprinted with permission from Kim et al.8

Copyright 2011 American Association for the Advancement of Science. b Images a multifunctional epidermal device with capabilities in both
sensing and stimulation, mounted on the forearm under stretching (left). Image of the devices on the bicep and tricep, for the purpose of
controlling the angles of the elbow of a robotic arm (center). Corresponding EMG signals from two devices during alternation between flexion
and extension of the elbow angle of the robotic arm. Reprinted with permission from Xu et al.80 Copyright 2016 WILEY-VCH. c Image of a
stretchable prosthetic skin equipped with Si NM-based temperature, strain, and pressure sensor arrays (left). Examples of operation of the
prosthetic limb: images of typing a keyboard and grasping a ball using prosthetic hand (center). Plots of corresponding responses of the SiNM
pressure sensor (right). Reprinted with permission from Kim et al.81 Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing Group
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Most reported examples of these sorts of active electronic
systems require connections to power supplies and/or external
data acquisition systems. Hard wires provide one option, but
wireless solutions are typically preferred. Extended versions of the
design principles for wireless communications in epidermal
electronics shown in Fig. 5 provide a solution. Commercial
inorganic, chip-scale devices interconnected by thin-film metal
traces serve as the basis for these systems. Additional device
functions are possible by integrating other active components
based on inorganic materials (e.g., Si and III–V semiconducting
materials) onto soft polymer substrates as flexible backplanes. The
system uses open mesh structures and fractal geometries for
assemblies of customized chip-scale inorganic devices sealed
within stretchable microfluidic chambers for recording EP signals
with high-signal to noise ratio, multiplexed readout and wireless
communication. Figure 5a (left)82 shows an image of such a device
powered by radio frequency energy transfer, in a twisted format. A
completed device laminated onto the surface of the forearm in a
deformed state appears in Fig. 5a (center).82 The ability to
measure EP signals using this device allows tether-free electro-
cardiography (ECG) recording, as in Fig. 5a (right). The data show
clear Q, R, and S waveforms with high signal to noise ratio.
Another example of battery-free, wireless epidermal electronics
uses near-field communication technology (NFC)83, 84 for multi-
color light emission from LEDs and detection using photodetec-
tors for measurements of various optical properties of skin. Such
designs allow for monitoring of heart rate, tissue oxygenation,
pressure pulse dynamics, UV exposure, and skin color.84 Figure 5b
(left) shows an image of an epidermal system equipped with red
and IR LEDs mounted on the forearm for quantitative measure-
ment of tissue oxygenation and its temporal variations, along with
a schematic illustration of the operating principle (inset). Figure 5b
(center and right) shows the case of venous occlusion with the
changes of total hemoglobin obtained using commercial oximeter
and comparison to data from a wireless epidermal device. The
results demonstrate the accuracy that can be achieved.
The most advanced example of this general type combines thin,

miniaturized components for energy storage, power manage-
ment, memory, physiological monitoring and wireless near-field
communications, with capabilities in sensing, data logging and
local processing.85 Figure 5c (left) shows an optical image of a
device that includes a temperature sensor and a wireless data
transmission module, along with data storage, power regulation of
a battery array and wireless power delivery system. This platform
is capable of storing information on temperature changes of the
skin in the memory and wirelessly transmitting this data. A
practical application appears in Fig. 5c (center), with a battery-
integrated device (TI NFC) on the forearm of a subject on a
stationary bike and a wirelessly powered NFC device without a
battery module (AMS NFC) on an adjacent side of the arm as a
point of comparison. Temperature responses from both the
battery and wirelessly powered NFC devices are similar, as in
Fig. 5c (upper right). The data are consistent with IR camera
recordings in Fig. 5c (bottom right frames). Collectively, the results
demonstrate feasibility in wireless epidermal electronics.
Other embodiments of the basic materials and design ideas

allow radically different types of form factors and applications. For
example, the same concepts allow construction of fully integrated
optoelectronic systems that mount onto narrow polymer fila-
ments, as ‘‘injectable’’ platforms that can be inserted into soft
tissues, including the brain. Here, thin geometries not only enable
flexibility but they also minimize tissue damage during insertion,
as well as inflammation and scarring during use. Figure 6a (left)86

presents an exploded view schematic illustration of such a system
that includes microscale InGaN LEDs (µ-ILEDs), an optical detector,
along with thermal and EP sensors and actuators, mounted on a
releasable injection microneedle designed to provide sufficient
rigidity for insertion into targeted tissue. The functional units align

and stack into a single unit, resulting in a flexible device that is
capable of delivering electrophysiological and optoelectronic
function to the depth of brain with wireless and untethered
operation. This technology offers important functionality in
optogenetics experiments, where the light emission can stimulate
or inhibit the action of genetically targeted neurons. Tether-free
operation provides many advantages compared to traditional
approaches based on fiber optic cables and external light sources,
due to enabling capabilities in studies of social interactions,
activity in complex 3D environments and other circumstances that
would lead to entanglement of the fiber optics. Wirelessly
triggered optogenetic stimulus using these injected µ-ILEDs
allows control of complex neural circuitry in the brain, leading
to specific behavioral responses that can serve as the basis for
neuroscience studies. Figure 6a (right) shows activity patterns of a
mouse optogenetically trained to exhibit a place-preference in a
Y-maze, as described in detail elsewhere.87, 88

Advanced designs in filamentary, stretchable antennas yield
miniaturized designs and soft mechanics, suitable for full
implantation, as depicted in Fig. 6b (left).89 This antenna not only
reduces by nearly two orders of magnitude the overall volume
and weight of the complete system compared to originally
reported designs, but it also supports broad bandwidth operation
to enhance the reliability of operation. The soft interface allows
implantation in locations where fixturing to hard, bony structures
is not possible, such as underneath the leg muscles for
optogenetic stimulation of a peripheral nerve, as in Fig. 6b
(center). Insertion into the epidural space as an interface to the
spinal cord is also possible. See Fig. 6c (right). The essential
concepts in flexible, inorganic electronics underpin these and
other new tools for biological research and clinical medicine.

PHYSICALLY TRANSIENT ELECTRONICS
Electronic materials in ultrathin layouts supported by unusual
classes of substrates enable completely different opportunities in
device characteristics, including but not confined by flexible/
stretchable mechanics. A particularly important example is in
transient electronics, where a carefully selected set of constituent
materials allows devices that are capable of high-performance
operation over a user-defined period of time, after which they
physically disappear, by controlled dissolution, depolymerization,
micro-fragmentation or other mechanism. Such technologies have
the potential to create new applications such as systems that
resorb in the body, as temporary biomedical implants, or
harmlessly disappear in the environment, as ‘‘green’’ electronics,
or vanish in the field, for sensitive military hardware, or physically
self-destruct, as a hardware-secure form of digital memory. Si NMs
or Si NRs can serve as the foundational semiconductors because
device-grade monocrystalline silicon has been recently revealed to
be water-soluble,90 with biologically and environmentally benign
end products, i.e., silicic acid and hydrogen. This realization
immediately establishes routes to fully soluble high-performance
active devices such as transistors, diodes, and other essential
components of overall systems, when the Si NMs are combined
with dissolvable metals,91 oxide dielectrics,92 and supporting
biodegradable polymer substrates/encapsulants.93 As an example,
Fig. 7a (left)94 presents a time sequence of atomic force
micrographs of a Si NM collected at different stages of dissolution
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; pH of 7.4) at 37 °C. Dissolution
occurs in a continuous, predictable fashion with ultra-slow rates,
to a large extent negligible for silicon in wafer form, but critically
important for ultrathin geometries such as Si NMs (or NWs, etc).
Dissolvable, biocompatible metals, such as Mg, and dielectrics
such as MgO or SiO2, and polymer substrates made of silk fibroin,
for example, serve as the basis for diverse functional devices.
Many other materials options are also available.91, 95, 96 Figure 7b
shows images of a representative device platform that includes
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inductors, capacitors, resistors, diodes, transistors, and intercon-
nects and encapsulants all integrated on silk substrate, where the
key defining characteristics are high-performance operation with
constituent materials that are completely water soluble to
biologically and environmentally safe end products. Figure 7b
(bottom frames) illustrates the disintegration and dissolution of
such a system in deionized water. The materials choices and the

selected thicknesses, particularly of the encapsulating layers and
substrates, define the functional lifetimes of the devices.
Compelling application opportunities exist in the form of

‘‘temporary’’, electronically active biomedical implants that
provide important diagnostic and/or therapeutic function during
the course of a transient biological event, such as a wound healing
process. After this period, the devices disappear completely in the
body, thereby eliminating unnecessary device load without the

a

b

c

Fig. 5 Wirelessly powered epidermal electronic systems. a Images of a stretchable epidermal electronic system that includes interconnected
commercial chips in a closed microfluidic space for a fully wireless EP sensor, with an example of the device on the forearm, in compressed
and twisted states (center). Representative ECG data show the expected waveforms collected with the device integrated on the sternum.
Reprinted with permission from Xu et al.82 Copyright 2014 American Association for the Advancement of Science. b Image of a wireless
stretchable optoelectronic system mounted on the forearm and its operating principle (left). Time-domain near-IR (NIR) spectroscopy data
simultaneously recorded by a commercially available oximetry device (center) and a wireless epidermal oximetry device (right) laminated onto
the adjacent locations of forearm. Reprinted with permission from Kim et al.84 Copyright 2016 American Association for the Advancement of
Science. c Image of a wireless epidermal battery-integrated system with temperature sensing/data processing (left). Images of the devices
placed onto the forearm during exercise (center). Plots of temperature obtained by both an epidermal NFC device without a battery (AMS
NFC) and a battery-integrated epidermal NFC device (TI NFC) (top right). Corresponding IR images show the responses from each stage of the
evaluation (bottom right). Reprinted with permission from Lee et al.85 Copyright 2016 National Academy of Sciences
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need for a secondary surgery for device extraction. Figure 8a
(left)32 highlights an exploded view and magnified image of a
bioresorbable intracranial pressure monitor, of utility during a
healing process following a severe traumatic brain injury. All of the
constituent materials naturally resorb by hydrolysis in the
cerebrospinal fluid after a defined operating period. Here, a
piezoresistive strain gauge constructed with a doped Si NMs in a
serpentine geometry lies near the edge of a suspended
membrane of the bioresorbable polymer poly(lactic-glycolic acid)
that is positioned above a etched trench in a bioresorbable
substrate. External pressure deflects the membrane by an amount
that can be inferred from the response of the strain gauge. Simple

modifications of this basic design can support other kinds of
function as well, including sensors for fluid, flow, motion, pH or
thermal characteristics. Figure 8a (center) shows an intracranial
pressure sensor that uses a magnesium foil as a substrate, here
configured to allow injection into the brain for monitoring
pressure at a targeted depth. Figure 8a (right) represents the
intracranial pressure and temperature responses recorded using
this type of bioresorbable sensor and a clinical standard, non-
resorbable device. The results establish accuracy in measurement
over a physiologically relevant range of pressures.
The same materials sets and concepts can enable bioresorbable

devices for electronic monitoring as well. In an advanced example,
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actively multiplexed sensor arrays in thin flexible formats allow
mapping of electrical activity on the surface of the brain with
spatial and temporal high resolution.97 Figure 8b (left) shows a
representative device that consist of 64 separate sensing
electrodes and 24 wires as interfaces to external data acquisition
systems. An important benefit of actively multiplexed readout,
enabled by Si NM-based transistors at each electrode, is that it
greatly reduces the number of wires needed for acquisition, which
is particularly important at high channel counts. Figure 8b (center)
shows a cartoon and optical images of such a device laminated on
the barrel cortex of the brain of a rodent model. The data in
Fig. 8b (right, left column) show complex waveforms and delay
plots that highlight clockwise spiral and diagonal spiral activities
during an induced seizure. These examples illustrate excellent
spatio-temporally resolved spiking activity, comparable to the best

results possible with non-resorbable technologies (right, right
column).10 These and other opportunities for bioresorbable
electronic devices foreshadow even higher levels of sophistication
and functional capabilities of relevance to many unmet clinical
needs.

CONCLUSION
This review captures some of the most recent developments in
high-performance flexible electronics based on single-crystalline
inorganic semiconductor nanomaterials, with some emphasis
on work from our group and system level demonstrations.
These results, along with those highlighted in other related
reviews,12, 37, 48, 49, 51, 52 strongly suggest the potential of these
ideas in unusual technologies with important characteristics that
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cannot be achieved using conventional wafer-based electronic
systems. Certain devices in skin-mounted wearables that exploit
stretchable electronics are already now available commercially, at
low cost and high volumes,98, 99 with many more to come.
Advanced implants and surgical tools based on flexible/stretch-
able electronics are likely to appear next, with bio/eco resorbable
systems not far after. These opportunities for broader impacts,
combined with many interesting associated topics in fundamental
materials science, mechanical and electrical engineering, create
significant growth potential for this field of research.
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